MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED UNDER RULE-90 OF THE DCS RULES 2007 UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF SECRETARY (COOPERATION) HELD ON 15.05.2013 FOR CLEARANCE OF MEMBERSHIP OF SH. GIRRAJ MAHESHWARI (M.S. NO.- 134) IN MAHESHWARI CGHS LTD.:-

As per agenda placed at page no.- 251/IN to 252/IN, the matter in respect of clearance of membership of Sh. Girraj Maheshwari (M.S. No.-134) was discussed in the meeting of Rule-90 committee and it has been found that Sh. Girraj Maheshwari (M.S. No.-134) fulfill all the eligibility conditions for membership as laid down under the DCS Act.2003 and DCS Rules, 2007. The above name is recommended for draw of lots.

(S.S. RAJWAN)

AR(NW-II)

1. Sh. Tajom Taloh (Secretary Cooperation cum RCS)
2. Sh. Vishwa Mohan, Addl. Registrar Coop. Societies
3. Sh. Tarun Sehrawat, Additional Secretary (Law)
4. Addl. Secretary (Finance)